
...for a great office experience

QUADRO



Straight, solid, stable

Greenforest’s quadro desk and table system, add value through elegant 
simplicity, flexibility and functionality. Whether as easy accessible 
solution for the newcomer or as a complete extandable system for the 
professional  – quadro makes furnishing simple. Simply smart.

Absolute stability.
The leg is available in ring-shape, 
open with a 40-mm cross section. 
With stability that puts it at the top 
of its category, thanks to the metal 
rail under the desk top, to which 
the load-bearing bases or legs are 
attached. No wobble, and
all the quality you're looking for.



Less is more...keeping it simple takes time & effort.



Create your spaces to suit your needs.

 Quadro can match any 
aesthetic. With clean, simple lines and 
thoughtful design touches, Quadro is a 
refined and refreshing solution. It 
brings the workstation back to basics, 
offering a simple and sleek solution 
that is both best-in-class and 
best-in-price. A straightforward 
statement of line and clean design 
details make it the perfect addition to 
any home office or workplace.



With the rectangular meeting tables from the 
Quadro collection, it is possible to create any 
desired solution, reaching considerable sizes, 
and always with the utmost versatility.

You can configure the worktop with power sockets 
or cable covers and top access to the   optional 
cable tray that is fixed to the monorail.The tables 
are set at a fixed height of 74cm.Dynamic meetings. 



More surface, more communication



1.Cable tray. With a cable tray and 
additional accessories - a pleasant 
working atmosphere is achieved. As a 
bonus, the workplace becomes even 
easier to clean. The tray is designed 
installation under the table. Very 
simple to install with plenty of room 
for power strips. The length may also 
be cut for perfect fit. Prepared for 
ground connection.

2.The perfect system for personal 
privacy: easy screen also aids the 
concentration when working at bench 
workstations.

3.With our power sockets, you are free 
to decide how to configure because 
the power strip can be quickly 
replaced without any tools. Integrated 
functionality and flexibility not just for 
today, but also for the developments 
of tomorrow.

4.We have also complementary 
products that gives you the solutions 
to keep your workspace in order. Both 
above and under the desk.
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Desks Tables

Desk models Individual 80
QB120 120x80x74H
QB140 139x80x74H
QB160 160x80x74H

Q7B 120x67x74H
Q7B 139x67x74H
Q7B 160x67x74H

QRU106R1 106x67x74H

Individual 67 Extension

Sharedesks Shared for 2 Shared for 4
QBD120 120x160x74H
QBD140 139x160x74H
QBD160 160x160x74H

QBD240S 240x160x74H
QBD240    240x160x74H
QBD275    275x160x74H
QBD280   280x160x74H
QBD320    320x160x74H

Shared for 6
QBD360 360x160x74H

Shared for 8
QBD560 560x160x74H

In line Shared
QBL280 280x80x74H

In line Shared
QBL420 420x80x74H

With storage
QBSD320 320x160x110H

With storage
QBDD160 320x160x110H

With storage
QBDD320 320x320x110H

QBD420 420x160x74H

Individual
QB1L   188x160x74H

Shared for 2
QB2L   188x160x74H

Benches

For 4
QMM80          80x80x74H
QMM100   100x100x74H

For 8
QMM140   139x139x74H

For 6
QMM200   200x100x74H

For 8
QMM240   240x100x74H

For 12
QMM275   275x140x74H

For 16
QMM400   400x140x74H

For 18
QMM480   480x140x74H

Meeting tables



Customization Add-ons

Monitor arm
safe and functional

Foot rest
firmly support the feet

CM1
cable collector

CM2
cable tray

CM3
cable organizer

Cable management
solutions

Standard
plastic

Metallic
tc2 8x8cm

Metallic
tc3 16x8cm

Metallic
tc4 28x8cm

Cover
tc7 39x15cm

Built-In frame
tc8 39x15cm

Cable hole covers

Grey
U708 st9

White
W1000 st9

Worktop color
melamine

Birch
H1733 st9

Walnut
H3700 st10

Beech
H1511 st15

Oak
H1334 st9

MDF
U708 st9

Melamine
W1000 st9

Dividers
different designs

Plexi
H1733 st9

Fabric
H3700 st10

Metal profile
H1511 st15

MDF
U708 st9

Melamine
W1000 st9

Modesty panels
different designs

Plexi
H1733 st9

Light Grey
Ral 9006

White
Ral 9010

Metal Frame
painted metal
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